volumes of the xenon atoms become significant, as reflected by a fit of the experimental populations with a hypergeometric distribution, with a maximum of seven Xe atoms per cage. At the highest xenon loadings the experimental distribution is narrower than hypergeometric, as predicted by Monte Carlo simulations.
PACS numbers: 33.25. -j Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in probability functions that describe the distribution of atoms and molecules over small independent subvolumes. ' These modeling eAorts have advanced significantly the theoretical basis for phenomena associated with transitions between phases, adsorption in small pore spaces, and configurations of molecules in bulk gases and liquids. Though the importance of local dynamics and structure to a quid system's macroscopic behavior is well known, correlations with developing molecular theories and numerical simulations have proven difficult because there are few experimental data. %e report in this Letter the experimental measurement of distribution probabilities for atoms confined in small, independent subvolumes, specifically for high-pressure xenon occluded in microporous Na-A zeolite cavities. Na-A zeolite provides an ordered matrix that can trap clusters of atoms and molecules in its void space if the molecular diameter of the guest slightly exceeds the pore diameter of the zeolite at room temperature. Assemblies of 0.44-nm-diam xenon atoms, for example, can be introduced into the e-cages of Na-A zeolite through framework windows 0.42 nm in diameter at room temperature, by heating the zeolite to 523 K in the presence of xenon gas. Subsequent cooling of the Xe-Na-A system to room temperature results in the confinement of xenon guest species inside the 1.14-nm-diam Na-A u-cages, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 
where f~,~( n) is the normalized number of Na-A acages in an ensemble volume Vo possessing n xenon guests, and p = V/Vp =n/Np is the probability that a xenon atom will occupy a given u-cage with subvolume V. As observed by Rowlinson and Woods, the probability p is not constant, but varies as a weak function of xenon occupancy according to the degree of subvolurne in- As illustrated in Fig. 3(a) As shown in Fig. 3(a Xe NMR data, consistent with the maximum number of xenon atoms observed in the spectrum of Fig. 2(d) . environments.
In all cases examined, agreement is excellent between the average xenon occupancies derived from the hypergeometric fits and those determined experimentally from integration of the peaks in the spectrum of Fig. 2 .
At the highest xenon loading studied here (n =5. 9), the observed xenon distributions are consistently narrower than the binomial and hypergeometric predictions [ Fig. 3(d) 
